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Last month the Supreme
lacks a political voice on
"The
public
is
both
Court agreed to hear an
these issues. One party
appeal of a ruling
passionately pro-English and (which has found in
overturning an Alabama
immigrants a natural
disdainful of an immigration
referendum requiring that
constituency it can mobilize
government business be
with promises of more
policy that amounts to slow
conducted in English.
government giveaways) is
suicide."
Citizens of six states have
committed to the erosion of
mm
passed similar ballot
™ national identity. The other is
measures (Florida by 84
too timid to protest. In
percent, California by 73 and pro-English and disdainful of an consequence, this is another
Colorado by 61 percent). But the immigration policy that amounts election America lost by default.
immigration lobby, Democratic to slow suicide. In a February
•
Party and its judicial lackeys are 2000 Zogby poll, over 72 percent [Editor's note: Mr. Feder
determined to deny the American said immigration should be overlooks the fact that
people a say on whether we stopped completely or severely Republicans are not just silent
remain an English-speaking limited and illegal immigrants on the immigration issue, but
nation.
vigorously prosecuted.
many of them lobby for cheap
Unfortunately, the majority labor. ]
The public is both passionately

Both Parties Have
Imported New Electorate
by Samuel Francis

W

hile Republicans and
Democrats bickered
over which ballots to
count in Florida, the election
could have been decided long ago
by the fast-track naturalization of
non-Americans on behalf of the
Democrats. If, as the ancient
Chinese strategist Sun Tzu wrote,
the acme of military skill is to win
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the battle before you fight it, the
acme of political skill is to win
the election before the ballots are
even cast.
Just before the vote on
November 7, the Boston Globe
reported that the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS)
helped push through the
naturalization of some 1.7 million
new immigrants in the last two
years, "most of them with an
incentive to vote and a lopsided
preference for the Democratic
Party."
Vote Democratic they did, at
least to judge from the exit polls,
which reported a landslide 67
percent Hispanic vote for Al Gore

(and a modest 85 percent for
Hillary Clinton in the New York
Senate race). In California, where
George W. Bush won a pathetic
23 percent of the Hispanic vote, a
consultant for the Democratic
Party told the Globe reporter just
before the election, "Both parties
show up at swearing-in
ceremonies to try to register
voters. There is a Democratic
table and a Republican table. Ours
has a lot of business. Theirs is like
the Maytag repairman."
Nor is California the only state
where Hispanic immigrants flock
to Democratic standards. As the
Globe article points out, the 5.6
million immigrants who became
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naturalized citizens between 1991
Bush and his party may have into existence. Because of this
and 2000 live in "other welcomed the new America, but blunder, the Republican Party
battleground states, including the new America didn't welcome may have Committed suicide.
Washington, Illinois, Michigan them — as the Democrats knew.
Immigration control, for the
and Florida."
The Globe article also reports brief time the Republicans
The conventional wisdom of how "the White House, with supported it, proved to be a
Beltway conservatives holds that Gore's office taking the lead, winner for them. California's
immigrants support the pressured the INS to naturalize 1 Proposition 187 won 63 percent
Democrats because of Republican million new voters by Election of the white vote in 1994 and
support for immigration control in Day, according White House pulled Republican Governor Pete
the early part of the decade. But documents assembled by Wilson from political extinction.
the same conventional wisdom congressional investigators."
By running with the immigration
(which is usually more
The result of the
conservative than wise) also held Clinton-Gore fast
that George W. Bush, with his track for the new
"One moral of this ugly tale
campaigning in Spanish, would be electorate was that the
is that both political parties
able to win far more Hispanic INS neglected to carry
voters and perhaps a majority.
are so eager to gain votes from
out fingerprint checks
on
some
180,000
Indeed, for the last four years,
the electorate they're importing
under the influence of the above- i m m i g r a n t s
that the interests of
mentioned conventional wisdom, naturalized before
the Republicans have done 1996, and that some
the public and the nation
everything they could to avoid 80,000 of them had
become irrelevant."
alienating Hispanics. They criminal backgrounds,
abandoned immigration control with more than 6,000
entirely, and even reversed their having committed
own congressional votes for serious crimes. But who cares control ball, the Republicans
denying welfare benefits to legal about the standards of citizenship could have raised their share of
immigrants. They pushed when political power is up for the white vote from 54 percent to
legislation that would have helped grabs? If the Clinton-Gore a level beyond, which their rivals
behavior cheapened citizenship could never hope to reach.
Puerto Rico become a state.
Bush even glowed over how and allowed criminals to become
It's not too late for the
immigrants were changing Americans, it was no less Republicans to take up the
America into a reasonable degrading that the political banners of immigration control
facsimile of Latin America. "Just exploitation that Bush and his again. By doing so, they would
go to Miami, or San Antonia, Los fellow Republicans practiced.
not only stop the Democrats' new
Angeles, Chicago or west New
One moral of this ugly tale is electorate from swallowing every
York, New Jersey ... and close that both political parties are so election in the future, but also
your eyes and listen. You could eager to gain votes from the swell their own ranks with enough
just as easily be in Santo electorate they're importing that additional white voters to
Domingo or Santiago, or San the interests of the public and the confront and defeat the racial
Miguel de Allende," he beamed. nation become irrelevant. That's politics the Democrats insist on
And he boasted of how his own bad enough, but the second moral playing.
•
nomination signaled a "choice to is that the Republicans totally
welcome the new America" that missed the meaning of the
immigrants were importing.
electorate they allowed to come
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Green Bay's Diversity
Revolution
From 'Titletown' to 'All-America City'
He arrived from Texas on October 27,1974 with
a trunk, suitcase, and $28 and, as he puts it, "the rest
erhaps one can forgive Vernon Taylor for is history." But, alas, the Green Bay of old was as
indulging in a bit of self-aggrandizement. After "white" as Oslo or Dublin or Helsinki and, moreover,
all, as the Green Bay Press-Gazette's newest benighted and philistine; apart from the Packers —
local "diversity" columnist, he's
the legend of Curly Lambeau,
now a recognizable face, a
Don Hutson, Vince Lombardi,
ot only on our southern
"household name," a minor
Bart Starr, the "Ice Bowl," the
borders and in our coastal
celebrity in this fabled National
first Superbowl champions, etc.
cities, but America's heartland
Football League city — a key
— a place indistinguishable,
is also experiencing
player in local affairs, his
racially and culturally, from such
significant demographic
opinions on race and culture and
"cowtowns" as Fargo, Sioux
change.
politics read or perused by tens
Falls, Duluth and Cedar Rapids.
of thousands of people.
He repines:
A portly, middle-aged black man with a short
To my surprise I discovered that Green Bay
"Afro"and a scraggly mustache, he debuted in May of
was a rural, blue-collar community that was
1999 with a column entitled, predictably, "Green Bay
99.75 percent white. Not knowing, most people
enriched by growing diversity." As one of the first
would assume that a professional sports city
blacks to live and work in Green Bay (Packers
like Green Bay would be more urban,
excepted) he portrayed himself as a sort of historic
cosmopolitan and racially diverse. There was
figure, a harbinger of demographic transformation, a
very little that I could identify with. The
symbol of "progress" and "diversity" and
Oneida Tribe of Indians was the only ethnic
' 'multiculturalism.''
group of major proportions.1
Not surprisingly, his coming to "Titletown" was
Twenty-five years later, Green Bay isn't
a result of "affirmative action."
dramatically more "cosmopolitan." In some ways it
So why did I come to Green Bay? I came to
is more urban if by "urban" one means crime, gangs,
Green Bay, as so many of us as people of color drugs, poverty, overcrowded jails, traffic congestion,
do, for opportunity. ... There was a position
etc. But it is far more "racially diverse." "As we enter
open, resulting from the transfer of a friend, at into 200," writes Taylor, "thousands have followed
GMAC. Affirmative action was alive and well
since my arrival in 1974." How many thousands?
in the early 1970s (implying, falsely, that it is
How much diversity?
dead or dying today —M.K.) So it was
First, before answering that question, it should
recommended that I be hired.
be emphasized that, particularly in regard to
"Hispanics," the overwhelming proportion of nonwhites in Green Bay have come after 1990. As late as
Michael Kuehl is a freelance writer living in Green 1990 the population of Green Bay and Brown County
Bay, Wisconsin.
by Michael Kuehl
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